


Karen Jones

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thanks!
Best regards,
Angela & Henry Sielmann

A&H SIELMANN 
November L0,20L6 3:22 PM

Mayor and Council
Bristow Valley

Importance: High

Greetings Council Members! I have recently received an email indicating a proposed development in an
area known as "Bristow Valley" between Solly Road and Faircrest Street,

I checked the location on Google Maps and it truly is a beautiful spot currently used as a
vineyard. Although I am not opoosed to development in some areas, I am concerned that a 640 senior
complex in that location is not only inappropriate but virtually inaccessible and complicated for seniors to
travel to town and be part of our Community,

Are there not other areas in town that would be more suitable and convenient for that type of
construction?

I remember the controversy surrounding the ALR land when our Council took office. Many of you agreed
with keeping the ALR landscape and indeed made changes to that effect. I hope you still have the same
mindset.

A complex of that size (640 seniors) may be better placed in an area where services, residents and transit
have an easier time accessing the property.
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Action
Karen Jones

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Importance:

AclqlcidedgÊd: \\
Bernadine Jacobs lus.net> Copyb:
November \3,20L6 5:38 PM _Mayor
Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer;Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill; ECOhftf;rin Carlson;

Doug Holmes; Mayor and Council _CAO
Bristow Valley ZCoxr;lConespondence

-Rding 
Flle:

High 
-Agerdaltem:R#redb

Good even¡ng, Gon$eladbY:

I am strongly opposed to the rezoning of "Bristow Valley" to allow the

construction of high rises for a number of reasons:

1 . The amount of traffic that will be generated during construct¡on -
concrete trucks, heavy earth moving equ¡pment, dump trucks back and

forth w¡th cause congestion on Solly Road and Latimer Avenue. Solly

Road is extremely busy now and even busier in the

summertime. Once the development is done then there would be

serv¡ce vehicles, delivery trucks and employees com¡ng and going and

adding to the congestions.

2. Currently the site has one access to it off of Latimer Avenue and just

before entering the site there are three blind corners. Accessing the

site from Gillespie is also off a blind corner, and the percentage of

grade to access it off Lakeshore Drive would requ¡re a switchback or

two.
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3. Hazard zone: The homes located on the south side of the valley are in

the "Red Zone". Any disturbance of the soils could have catastrophic

effect on these homes and cause potential slides. lf this were to

happen the only place the soil is going to go is down to the lakeshore

and the fish hatchery.

4. Fire - Any building over 3 stories requires a ladder truck, something

which Summerland does not have currently. Who will pay for this, the

taxpayers, the developers?

Personally I think that this development is wrong for "Lower Town". lt is

adding too many residences in a small area with limited access. I have

lived on Solly Road for 11 years. I moved here from the Lower Mainland for

the peace and quiet. I spent my childhood here with my grandparents and

remember when I could ride my bike from the top of Hospital Hill to the

bottom and not meet a car! I don't want to see the quiet neighbourhood

change.

I think that there needs to be environmental impact, soil stability and traffic

studies done and more public input from the neighbours.

We need to keep what little agricultural land we have in Summerland

agricultural!
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From: Brian Wilkey [   
Sent: May 17, 2016 12:26 PM 
To: Karen Jones <kjones@summerland.ca>; Ian McIntosh <imcintosh@summerland.ca> 
Cc: 'Brian Wilkey' <  
Subject: Summerland Mayor, Council, and Development Services 
 
This email is in regards to the planned development of a complex off of Latimer for hundreds of condos 
and long term care facilities. 
 
It was an interesting meeting last night. I am glad the developer held the meeting. 
I think this is nothing more than a development of far too many units, 270 units for sale and lease, and 
yes then they will eventually , maybe, have 60 to 80 long term care units or beds developed which will 
be nice, but it is simply a huge development complex being proposed until the guise of a health care 
facility of such for seniors. The Real estate people were already there ready to start selling the units and 
lining their pockets too. 
 
The traffic that this construction will create and the traffic that will be with us forever after it is built is 
going to be un believable. Solly Road is already a hazard with people walking up and down it and cars 
and trucks having to swerve to the other lane to avoid them, it is NOT good. 
 
This is nothing more than a very large housing complex jammed into a bowl in the middle of lower town.  
If and when this or any project on this piece of land moves forward,  they need to have access from the 
bottom, from Lakeshore and Gowans and Phillips. 
 
PLEASE be Very Cautious about this project. The developer talked about traffic studies and other studies 
that had been done, means nothing to us as we have not seen anyone do any type of study. This will 
also negatively affect our property values. There were a lot of not very happy people at the meeting last 
night.  
This project can be stopped by simply not rezoning the property from agricultural to high density 
housing.  
 
Thank you 
Brian Wilkey 
 
 
Brian W. Wilkey 
Wilkey Consulting (1996) Ltd. 

 

  

 







Karen Jones

From:
Sent:
To:

DIANA SMITH 
November 13,2016 2:I4 PM

Peter Waterman; Janet Peake; Erin Trainer; Toni Boot; Doug Holmes; Richard Barkwill;

Mayor and Council
Mary &. Ken MacDonald; Ellen Woodd; Gena &. Shane Lowe; Diane Colman & Jeff
Ambery; Frank Marton;Jenny & Tyler Chick; Rodney And Greta Workun; Robert Walker;

Rita & Stuart Connacher; Nancy & Jim Goudy; Jeanette & Ray Rourke; Valli &. Mike
Scheuring; Larry and Donna Young;iill & Peter Patton; Orville & Barbara Robson;Julia
&. Vince Law; Diane &. Glen Witter; Brian Wilkey; Marian & Tim Dunn; Paul & Charlotte
Barber; Les Brough; Gerard Obbema; Deb Vanbeek; Gail Mc. Auliffe; Tony Cottrell;
Connie Denesiuk

OCP Amendment and Rezoning fof L361-0 Banks Crescent

Cc:

Subject:

We live on the corner of Latimer and Solly and have been watching the Summerland Council bury this project since the
Developers open house in May so that we can be blindsided when they slide through the development. Brian had an
article published in the Summerland review after the May information session and sent the same letter to council which he
had no response from.Transparency has not been the objective of council with this project, as we heard first hand in the
summer that this was a 'done deal'.

The development is known under different guises (names). The developer promoting is as lcasa. The Town referring to it
as Rezoning of 13610 Banks Crescent. The OCP identifying it as Shaugnessy Springs. No wonder there's been difficulty
following this proposal

Although there is a need for Summerland to expanded its tax base, and perhaps provide more seniors housing, this is not
the right location for 350 units of mixed use accommodation, or responsible use of existing agricultural and bio-diverse
land.

ln the Council document for OCP Amendment and Rezoning of 13610 Bank Crescent there are a number of red flags as
to why this development should be stopped, and an alternative site found. Council should be following their own
Community Plan. There is conflicting information as to the zoning of this property. ln one instance it states applying for
land use designation of High Density Residential (Apartments and Townhouses) and in another creating a new CDB
Comprehensive Development zone, (Apartments, Group Home Major) both having different development regulations.

The report admits that the proposed development does not appear to be directly compatible with the OCP requirements
of land use designations, including not being connected to downtown and having no public transportation. No amount of
widening the roads or developing sidewalks along Solly and Latimer is going to change the hilliness of the area and the
difficulty for seniors to be physically and community engaged.

The proposal totally ignores the guidelines in the OCP (Official Community Plan)

Ihe RGS (regional growth strategy) aims to protect the integrity of agricultural lands and the character of rural areas and
preserving and enhancing agricultural character. Lower Town is a distinct neighborhood with specific design regulations

Schedule C Proposed - Land Use map shows the Shaugnessy Sprngs area as Agricultural

Lower Town Strategic PIan - Sectíon 16
Approve only developments that are compatible with the form and character of Lower town and then the Summerland
Community
Protect the integrity of Lower towns unique and compact residential neighborhoods
Shaugnessy Spnngs lands are not within the ALR, new development must be sensitive to surrounding character of the
neighborhood, hazard conditions, safe access

Lower Town Development Permit Area - Section 19
Justification of development to consider Protection of the natural environmenf, r'fs ecosystem and biological diversity
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lnterior Health's report as included in the OCP amendment and Rezoning of 13610 Banks Crescent states that due to the
areas topography the site has limited opportunities for seniors to engage in physical activity and connect with other
residents (narrow, hilly roads) and a less than desirable location being away from the towns' main amenities. lncrease in
water usage will either mean the need of an increase in the capacity of the existing treatment plant or to find an

alternative water source.

The population focus for seniors is wrong in this location, and the development too dense. Changing Solly Road from a
No Truck Route will alter the residential feel of the neighborhood, put additional pressure on the utilities and negatively
affect property values. According to this document Lark Construction has recently entered into an agreement with the
Crawford's at the end of Latimer to sell their property.....

The 230 market housing plus truck delivery and staff traffic for an additional 100 independent and 50 assisted living units
will put undue pressure on Solly Road which is currently a local road for residents, and not a collector road like Peach
Orchard.

Our neighborhood must stop the sliding forward motion of this project and be an integral part of any development,
rezoning and change to the Summerland OCP Plan.

Diana Smith
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Karen Jones

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Frank Flanagan 
November 14,20L6 7:56 AM
Mayor and Council

Bristol Valley Development

Simple thought - the Bristow Valley development proposal makes no sense to me on so many levels that I'm shocked
and dismayed that it's being considered. I'm a Summerland resident who lives no where near that area, but I know it
and strongly oppose its development.
GailMcAuliffe

Sent from Frank's eyePad
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Karen Jones

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gerard obbema 
November L3, 2016 1-0:16 PM

Peter Waterman
Bristow val ley (de)construction

Dear Mayor of Summerland and district

I am totally flabbergasted mayor and cou.nsel even
considering such devastating plan.

"The vital water source supply/passage for the Fish
Hatchery
*Producing ALR resource
*High steep silt banks to the north and south
* Valley floor relative small and significantly pitched east
west

Dear mayor, I do not want to take more of your time and
bore you to death will all the hundreds of arguments for not
to build this proposal.

On a final note, you.r platform was always to preserve ALR
properties within Summerland, âs mentioned this is even a
producing one.
There are a number of ALR propery locations in
Summerland that are not being wtilized and have not been
for a long time
(by Kinsman Ball park atea, 10 acres flat good building dirt,
great access very little interference), that are superior to the
proposed location.
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Trusting Major you will do the right thing for Summerland
and vote this proposal down.

Sincerely,

Gerard Obbema
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Karen Jones

Subject:

peter patton <  
November L3,201-6 5:22 PM

Peter Waterman
Janet Peake;Valli B¿ Mike Scheuring; Tony Cottrell; Deb Vanbeek; Les Brough; Gail Mc.

Auliffe; Connie Denesiuk; Erin Trainer; Gerard Obbema; Brian Wilkey; Paul &. Charlotte

Barber; Marian & Tim Dunn; Diane & Glen Witter; Julia & Vince Law; Ellen Woodd;
Orville &. Barbara Robson; Robert Walker; Larry and Donna Young; Nancy & Jim Goudy;

Jeanette & Ray Rourke; Rodney And Greta Workun; Rita &. Stuart Connacher; Gena &
Shane Lowe; Richard Barkwill; Mayor and Council; Doug Holmes; Mary &. Ken

MacDonald;Toni Boot
banks crescent devlopment

To Summerland Mayor and Council
We are very concerned with the way things seem to be shaping up with regards to this potential overdevelopment. This

is a quiet residential neighbourhood with little traffic and an abundance of wildlife and single family dwellings off the
beaten track of town life. Bam ! Some developer from the big city with lots of bucks and the possibility of accumulating
many more to take back to the big city breezes in and wows all the small town people with the smell of more tax
money! To hell with the consequenses for the loyal Summerlanders who have been here for years quietly paying their
dues! This is not a good proposition ! These people think old folks will flock to this cliffside with its view of a vineyard
which l've heard they are already planning to tear out, to sit at a window and view a grey and cold lake depressing the
crap out of them for many months of the year with no family close by, no place to wander, no public transportation and

unable to drive out when the roads are too slippery to get up the many steep hillsl They promise new sidewalks to
nowhere, great medical alternatives from doctors that at this juncture don't exist, all necessary services coming in from

Penticton or Kelowna so more heavy traffic making more potholes on our roads and any monies involved staying in

those communities and for what end result? Money for the developers! I don't believe we are against such a

development as long as it is in a location that makes more sense. This is not the place to pluck immobile senior citizens!

Money for the developers! This councilwas totally voted in because they seemed more concerned with preserving the
values that we all desire in living in a small rural community with big plans to keep development close to existing

amenities. There aren't any down here I Whatever needs exist for this development will have to be trucked in somehow!
Former concils already realized the hill leading up from lakeshore would not sustain heavy traffic and the corner at the
bottom is almost blind because of the building that is there. So that only leaves Solly Road which in the middle of winter
is so steep and slippery it takes nerves of steel to try to come down ! not something an assisted living senior would wish

to handle! I can understand visions of sugarplums dancing in the heads of potential tax benefits for a cash poor

community but come on ! Where is the common sense of destroying lovely agricultural land that we may need to sustain

us in the future with a big development that would be better suited to the empty flat land downtown where everyone

could easily be serviced and walking would be a possibility instead of an impossibility for the people who would be living

there I Lets finish what was already started with a Wharton Street development and leave the clay banks and

agricultural land alone! More openness and less sneaking around would also be appreciatedl
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From: Les Brough Imailto:
Sent: November9,2016 5:57 PM

To: Peter Waterman <pwaterman@summerland.ca>; Erin Trainer <etrainer@summerland.ca>; Janet Peake
<ipeake@summerland.ca>; Richard Barkwill <rbarkwill@summerland.ca>; Toni Boot <tboot@summerland.ca>; Erin

Carlson <ecarlson@summerland.ca>; Doug Holmes <dholmes@summerland.ca>
Cc: Linda Tynan <ltynan@summerland.ca>
Subject: Bristow Development

Dear Mayor and Council Members

I have been told that a new high-rise development has been approved on the vineyards below Bristow
Road. If this proposal has not yet been approved and there are plans in place to announce this

: proposal and allow discussion, then I have been misinformed and please ignore this email.

However, my source of the information was sure of the factthat this proposal is going ahead for a

, very significant development and a lot of effort has been put in to its evaluation. For this to happen
, without the citizens of the town being made aware and given the opportunity to comment is exactly
, what you committed to avoid when you sought election.

: I certainly hope that there are still plans in place to allow input from concerned citizens. I am
particularly concerned at the impact on the views from the section of the Centennial Trail that passes

' along Bristow as well as the loss of some pristine vineyards.

Regards, Les Brough
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Karen Jones

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Mary-MacDonald <

November L0,20L6 4:11- PM

Peter Waterman; Doug Holmes; Erin Carlson; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill;

Toni Boot
Development of Banks Cres / Bristow Valley6
letter to the Editor-Bristow Valley.odt

To members of council,
I am forwarding the letter I wrote to the Summerland Review earlier this week. As I have stated I am not
opposed to the development but is 6 storeys really necessary? I have spent my time reading the official
community plan from start to finish and there are certa¡n areas within that plan that are pertinent to this
proposed development. - First I am assuming that the proposed development falls under the Lower Town

development area.

I understand according to 6.2.3.9 that the district may consider density bonusing under certain
circumstances. I am sure this is under consideration.
However I would like to point out that under the multiple family development sect¡on and in particular 21.4
(guidelinesl2I.4.1..3 states that buildings should lessen the visual impact upon surrounding properties- again I

point out are 6 storeys necessary as they will impact the surrounding properties.
lam also hopingthatthe developerswill be ableto complywith 23.4.1.5 concerning'non disturbance
areas'. Given that this area is in the high hazard area it is a concern that disturbed areas may be be subject to
erosion
These are to name a few items.
Regards,

Mary-Anne MacDonald
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Dear Editor,

There is a proposal to rezone the vineyard in "Bristow Valley"(above the Fish Hatchery) that is going

before City Council Monday May l4th( or so I was told by a city employee). The property is zoned

agricultural land(but is not in the ALR) and the owners want to have it rezoned to develop a multi-
storey seniors complex. Two of the buildings would be six storeys'

In May of this year there was an information meeting held at which several issues were raised by

concerned citizens - land stability, effects on the fish hatchery fresh water supply, property

access( currently a single lane) and fire protection to name a few.

The developers anticipate approximately 400-600 residents. Some of the units would be owned,while

others would be leased. And there will also be assisted living and complex care units.

So my questions are:

1) Where are these seniors coming from? The lower mainland was supposedly the target group

but why would healthy seniors move to the Okanagan and choose to live in a gully. As for a
180 degree view which was cited in their original pamphlet the only 180 degree view would be

from the top floors. I don't think even the proposed amenities could tempt people to live at the

facility.
2) It has been my experience that seniors prefer flat areas or gentle hills to walk not the steep hill

of Solly Rd. And should the seniors choose walk where is the safe walkway being built?

3) Currently there are no six storey buildings in Summerland. For good reason - fire department

regulations have required a ladder truck for such structures. Summerland doesn't have one. I
was assured by a city staff member that there would be firefighting equipment on affected

floors. With only 3 permanent firefighters and a fire chief who is going to maintain this

equipment?
4) More importantly where is the staffing coming from? Both the assisted living and the complex

care will require various levels of nursing and support staff. The Summerland Seniors village

has empty beds now due to staffing.
5) 'What about doctors? The doctors in this town already have full practices - so is the idea to use

the walk-in clinics or the hospital.
I am not against development but perhaps the magnitude of the project should be scaled down . It is
also my understanding that rezoning requires publication and three hearings. I am concerned that

council will be swayed by the revenue that could be generated from this project rather than what is a

good fit for this town.

M-AMacDonald

(6505 MacDonald Place)
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Dear Mayor Waterman and Council

The proposed zoning change and d
Completed by:

evelopment to the property known locally as "
Gulch", or officially as "13610 Banks Crescent" causes us great concern and frustration.
This proposed development is detrimental to our entire community, from traffic to
services to property values and lifestyles.

A six storey, 600 plus senior living complex, in an unsafe red zone. We don't get why,
after hearing for 25 years, "no building there because that area consists of unstable
cliffs and is designated red zone". What exactly has changed to make it stable and safe
now? We have lived adjacent to this agricultural property since 1992 as it is presently
zoned. Someone has established that it is not in the ALR, and seeks to take advantage
of that to make a buck. Can't blame them, as we have so many acres in the ALR that
are not productive in the core, why not exploit that area. This land is extremely arable
and should be designated into the ALR, removing unproductive land in the core out of
the ALR.

This is what has transpired throughout our District over the last 25 years, the developer
driving the Council, which has resulted in growth outside of the core, thus causing
higher taxes and infrastructure costs which taxpayers must maintain. We have three
industrial areas now and widespread housing developments. Our present costs for
housing in this community are the highest in the valley, with lot prices around $300,000.
No affordable housing is available to our young people who want to reside here and
work, instead they are purchasing in Penticton and West Kelowna. We have land
available in the core for a development of this nature, have them develop it. lt might not
be to their scale, or financial gain, but Council should show the leadership and direction
not the developer. This is not a viable location for a development of this magnitude,
even if we only look at the traffic movement as one of many deterring factors.

Further to our Summerland Official Community Plan, Bylaw 2014-002, Section 11.0
HAZARDOUS AREAS, specifically 11.3.1.2..." Prohibit development on slopes and
slope regrading to create development sites from lands, having a natural grade greater
than 30%" etc. What is the impact of this development on the Red Zone at the corner of
Solly Road and MacDonald Place? Parking for 300 plus vehicles on their proposed site
in the gulch is not realistic - is the plan to turn the "Red Zone" into a parking lot for
access for staff, residents and visitors?

It would appear from your Council's website and Lark Enterprises Ltd.'s application that
a favourable response to their request is already in advanced stages, as evidenced by



the planners report to council identifying revenues, reporting on traffic patterns,
proposed property purchases nearby, and that drainage will have minimal effect to the
Fisheries water supply, etc.

We hope this is not a done deal and that Council will respect its earlier view on having
an open and communicative council that cares about all of Summerland. We are
sending this letter via email to each Council member individually...let's put this to a
referendum so that most Summerland residents can have input - not just the
developers and Council's view. We ask you to do the right thing for Summerland as so
eloquently put in our Summerland Official Community Plan.

We are seniors now and in the future, will be considering a nice place to relax and enjoy
the "golden years", however, rest assured we will not be looking to be stuck down in a
gulch with limited access by steep hills in the middle of a residential area with a limited
view of the lovely lake. Wonder how many seniors feel this way and just how the
occupancy rate willturn out? What happens then to this "viable proposal" and where on
earth are they going to find a doctor?

Orv and Barbara Robson
6708 Mac Donald Place,
Summerland, BC V}H 121

c.c. MLA Dan Ashton; MP Dan Albas; Editor, Summerland Review; Editor, Penticton
Herald; Editor, Penticton Western News.



November 10, 2016 
 
 
To Mayor and Council, City of Summerland 
 
I am deeply opposed to the proposed development at Bristow Valley to accommodate 400 – 600 senior 
residents. 
 
When I first heard rumors of the development, it sounded wonderful.  I thought it would be a quaint, 
peaceful area for seniors; indeed one that I myself would maybe transition to once my home and 
property became too large for me to manage.  However, when I saw the scope of the project, I was 
appalled.   
 
The proposed development is anything but quaint and it certainly doesn’t fit into the quiet, peaceful 
neighborhood that it would be disrupting.  I’m not sure the magnitude of the project even fits into the 
quiet, peaceful ambiance of the City of Summerland. 
 
One of the things I and my neighbors enjoy most about the City is its “small town feel”.  Constructing a 
building of this scope would change the magic of this feel.  Besides its being so physically overbearing, 
the noise and traffic required to staff and operate such a facility would be horrible.  It would feel 
institutional.  I cannot imagine living there after living so comfortably in an orchard setting. 
 
I love living in Summerland and am certainly not against growth and progress, but I think we shouldn’t 
just build for the sake of building. Nor should we feel bullied by big proposals.  I believe planned, 
managed growth in keeping with the City’s rural feel would be more prudent;  especially after the Mayor 
and Council received such a strong message from the electorate that keeping Summerland rural was a 
priority. 
 
Rita Connacher 



Karen Jones

To Summerland Council members : re Bristow Valley development proposal.

We are concerned about the proposal to rezone the Bristow Valley area from agricultural land to high density
housing.
We have no problem with a similar development in a more appropriate area close to town (the old Kelly Care

site would be a very good site), but do not favour removing viable agricultural land to do this.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tony Cottrell
Heather Cottrell

4811 Croil Ave

cottrells  

November 11,, 20L6 12:42 PM

Mayor and Council
Bristow Valley development proposal
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Karen Jones Action
File:

From:
Sent:
To:

Jenny Chick 
November 1-3, 201-6 9:27 PM

Peter Waterman; Erin Trainer; Janet Peake; Richard Barkwill;

Doug Holmes; Mayor and Council
Home
Fwd: Opposition to Bristow Valley Development

Acknowledged: r\\r{
Coovto:
g't,ë98l' E ri n ca rlson;

Cc: - 
Council

_cAo
,"/ Council Conespo ndence

-_ 
Reading File:

__Agenda ltem:--
Refened to

Subject:

November 13,2016
Completed by:

Dear Mayor and Council,

Regarding the OCP amendment and re-zoning of 13610 Banks Crescent, this letter is to
voice our strong opposition to the proposed development. We are strongly against this
development for the following reasons:

-The site of this proposed development is currently in the ALR and has always been
used as farm land re-zon¡ng this would strip our community of the last piece of
agriculture land in Lower Town. I feel this would also destroy the biological diversity and
eco system of this area.

-The surrounding homes are built on clay banks and any disruption of soil could have
catastrophic effects on these properties as the hills in this area could slide. This is a
serious safety issue for families living in these homes.

-The proposed seniors project in this area does not make sense as the tenants would
not be able to walk to any of our towns amenities such as, groceries, pharmaceuticals,
doctors, recreational centre etc... A seniors housing development would be much better
off in the downtown core and even then a development of this size would dramatically
change the feel of our town.

As business people in this community we generally support development and growth
but we feel that a project of this size would have a lasting negative impact and changes
the community feel of our town.

We ask that the Mayor and Council put a stop to this project as outlined and see if the
developer would consider developing a property that is better suited for this kind of
development such as the Currently undeveloped property located behind the new i.',i'

library. ,,,n,

Tyler and Jenny Chick
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